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Abstract
In this paper,we investigate the use of CNN architectures
to quantitatively estimate mixtures of smooth muscle cells
and fibroblasts. This is a nontrivial task as both cell behavior and cell structure in time-lapse images contribute
to the quantitative differences. We show that a new architecture, the Differerential Convolutional Neural Network
(dCNN) outperforms the traditional architecture when provided temporal features as well as single images as input
(binary cross entropy: 0.526 dCNN vs 0.535 CNN).We hope
that this work can be extended to studying more complex
mixtures (i.e., mixtures of more than one cell type) and can
be used for non-invasive clinical screens of stem cell differentiation and cancer cells in vitro.
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1. Introduction

Figure 1. Smooth muscle cells (SMC) [middle] align with each
other but more loosely than fibroblasts (FB) [right]. Induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) [left] are uncorrelated (unaligned),
rounder, and less defined than the other cell types.

The study of cell behavior is an underappreciated subfield of biophysics with important applications in pathology
and radiology in cancer and stem cell-related treatments.
Often times, clinicians will develop technology to analyze
images of cells that are either biopsied for diagnosis or prepared for treatment (using in vitro preparation methods).
An important clinical consideration is to non-invasively (i.e.
without fluorescence tagging) learn the composition of an
in vitro mixture, a proposed practical approach to quantitatively optimize/standardize stem cell differentiation prior to
therapy.
In this project, I will investigate methods by which homogeneous cell mixtures, that arise during cell passaging
in cell differentiation protocols for stem cell therapy, can
be analyzed for such clinical applications. In particular, I
will analyze methods to identify the mixture levels of fibroblasts and smooth muscle cells in culture using existing
quantitative phase image datasets collected by my research
colleagues.
These cells (shown diagrammatically and pictorially in
Figure 1) are distinguished by the level of elongation (fibroblasts are more elongated) and the cell packing density
(fibroblasts tend to pack more as a result of this elongation).

This is particularly a challenge when predicting the proportions of smooth muscle cell and fibroblast cells since
these cell types tend to have much in common, especially
with regards to their aligned (or nematic) packing mechanism . We will specifically deal with mixtures of such cells
hoping to extract information like cell elongation, cell packing, and cell behavior differences for the mixtures.
In this project, we use convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) to study the dynamic morphology of cells as they
migrate. The input for the network are small video segments
( ` = 5 frames long) cut from timelapse movies that show
the behavior of sections of cell monolayers in quantitative
phase images as shown in Figure 1.

2. Related Work and Model Considerations
Generally, differentiation of cell phenotypes using CNNs
is not new. Relatively simple convolutional architectures
have been used to study cells at varying ranges of detail
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ℓ×R×C

convolution was my concern that 3d convolutional filters
typically require a lot of data and take a while to train. Furthermore, because the temporal resolution of the time-lapse
images is not so high, I was concerned about how much information such a technique would provide compared to one
that placed emphasis on differences between two successive
frames, another inspiration for the differential convolutional
network.
This feed-forward proposal is why I have had doubts in
implementing loopy neural network architectures, sticking
instead with simpler feed forward CNNs of varying complexity.

R×C

t (time)

Figure 2. The input training/validation/test examples into the CNN
in constructed by taking independent R × C snippets (where R =
C = 64 or 96) of length ` = 5.

3. Methods
3.1. Model Architecture
One convolutional network will take Xi as specified in
the previous section as input into a traditional architecture.
This is a straightforward CNN architecture design (see top
of Figure 3) which may be extended into a 3d convolutional
neural network setting by applying 3d filters at each CONV
layer.
Another approach will involve two inputs Xi and
dXi:i+` , where dXi is defined as:

[2, 3]. Important considerations brought out by these papers include data augmentation by rotating cells elongated
in various directions (a very important consideration in this
project for future investigation) [3].
Understanding the cell behavior and cell structure simultaneously requires both spatial and temporal considerations
to the model architecture. Relevant work in this domain
has generally involved video classification, which accepts
videos (many times entire videos) as inputs and outputs
classifications of what transpired in those videos. Ji et al.
use 3D convolutions from the TRECVID-2008, a data set
of security footage, for human tracking, requiring only 79 frames to achieve comparable accuracy to significantly
longer time frames [6]. Such success suggests that I may be
able to employ such an architecture to simultaneously probe
the structure and behavior of cells within a single convolutional layer at varying resolutions in the CNN. Much of the
deep learning work addresses the video classification of the
Sports-1M dataset [7, 8, 1]. Such studies employ state-ofthe-art methods like early, late and slow fusion, all of which
employ hierarchical convolutional layers that share weights
between different frames in the temporal domain.
Karpathy et al. go a bit further in this analysis, incorporating multiple input streams, one fovea stream (which gives
high resolution snippets) and one context stream which
looks at the “background” of the image to make conclusions
about the overall behavior [7]. I used a bit of inspiration
from this technique in this paper in my development of the
two-stream differential convolutional network.
There is much to suggest that 3D convolutions have a
biological analogue. Biological studies of spatiotemporal
processing in the retina [4] suggest that spatiotemporal processing is a feed-forward push-pull process. While spatial
processing is independent from temporal processing, there
is a sinusoidal modulation in the time-domain [4]. A reason I decided to try out a new technique rather than the 3d

dXi = Xi − Xi−1 , ∀1 < i ≤ `
Here, we define Xi as one of the ` channels (basically an
image of size (B, 1, R, C)). From this, we expect dXi to
have ` − 1 channels. The purpose of this operation is to
incorporate the dynamics that can be observed from image
to image into the training. The two input streams are fed
into the network as shown in Figure 3.
One may actually consider expanding the number of input streams (up to ` − 1 input streams) by calculating `-th
derivatives. The expression for this is:
dXik = Xi − Xi−k , ∀k < i ≤ `, 1 ≤ k ≤ ` − 1
This approach lends itself to many interesting investigations and is actually way to effectively share weights between different combinations of frames that has not previously been attempted to my knowledge. Whether convolutional operations are still useful to this particular operation
is up for debate (as we will see in the qualitative evaluation
in the next section), but regardless, this approach enables
one to see whether the traditional convolutional network operation can also be applied to understand motion of textures.

3.2. Layer Types
For reference, I will define the layers as outlined in Figure 3 above.
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transform discussed in the paper to transform the data as
follows:
x − E[x]
x̂ = p
Var[x] + 

POOL

Learned parameters (called γ and β) during the training enable the network to store training set population statistics to
make these transformations possible even after training.

p ∈ [0, 1]

2×2
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3.2.3

The max-pooling operation consists of reducing the size of
the activations at the previous layer find calculating the max
over (usually) 2×2 sliding windows of stride 2 in the image
to produce a new image that is shortened in height and in
width by a factor of 2.
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Figure 3. [Top] The simple image single-stream CNN architecture. [Bottom] The differential/image two-stream CNN (dCNN)
architecture. The left-most layer is the input layer (note two input
layers for the two streams of the dCNN) and the right-most layer
is the output layer.

3.2.1

Fully Connected Layer

Usually, after a sufficient number of pooling layers, the activations are transformed into a fully connected layer, a single dimensional vector that can be linearly transformed until
the output layer. Usually, dropout operations are performed
here (randomly setting some of the elements to zero) so that
overfitting does not occur.

Convolutional Layer
3.2.6

In this work, we employ the traditional convolutional layer
which is composed of sliding windows of weights that
moves across the image (padded with zeros with parameter
P ) in increments of stride S to produce activations. We set
P and S upon the filter size F (which is the number of rows
and columns of each filter) and we decide on the number of
filters NF based on the desired complexity of our network.
In particular, we have P = F/2 − 1/2 and S = 1 which
keeps the convolved image at the same size as the original
image.
3.2.2

Concatenation Layer

The concatenation layer is simply a layer that takes two
fully connected layers and concatentes them into a large set
of activations. This is the intermediate step when we have
two incoming activations from two separate input streams
(one for differential image, and one for original image)
so that the neural network can make an informed decision
based on both input streams.

p ∈ [0, 1]

Xi

2×2

Pooling Layer

Output Layer

The final transformation (usually an affine transformation
from the fully connected layer to the output layer of classspecific neurons) is at the output layer. Here, a nonlinearity
(usually a softmax or sigmoid) is used as input into the loss
function evaluated at the output.

3.3. Output Layer and Evaluation
For simplicity, we are only concerned with comparing
the two cell types that are more difficult to discern: SMC
(smooth muscle cell) and FB (fibroblast). We can model
the data in a continuous distribution between one cell type
and the other that predicts the actual proportion of the cells.
Such a system either requires K different output neurons in
a categorical output layer for every proportion (there are 11)
or a single output neuron that is fit to the target proportion
of the cells. I chose the latter because I view the differences

BatchNorm Layer

The batchnorm layer employs methods discussed in [5] as
a method to normalize the weights during the training to
avoid the “internal covariate shift” problem of saturated
nonlinearities. The network uses the batch normalization
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4.2. Image Size

between cell types as a continuous distribution rather than a
softmax distribution of completely different “states.”
The binary cross-entropy loss is therefore the loss function of choice that can compare the output distribution to the
target distribution in a non-biased manner. In this model to
determine the probability distribution for the cells existing
in a given image. The binary cross entropy is defined (for
target t and prediction p):

It is very important to note that while the larger the image or video the better, such a constraint also lends itself
to reducing the number of data points that can be used to
train the model. In actually designing the dataset, we must
weigh the size of the image as well as the number of data
points to train. Currently, the dataset may be used to generate ∼ 1000 64 × 64 video segments or ∼ 300 96 × 96 video
segments per movie (corresponding to about 3-10 cells in
a given field of view), where each movie corresponds to a
different mixture proportion of cells. As usual, every convolutional layer will try to extract a different level of detail
from the image, and this is important in the general problem
where cell interior as well as large scale packing patterns
contribute to the overall phenotypical differences between
the cells. The input X into all of our models is thus of the
shape (B, `, R, C), where B = 32 is the number of training
examples in the minibatch, ` is the number of frames used
(` = 5 in this paper), R and C are the number of rows and
columns used, either 64 or 96 in this work.

L = −t log p − (1 − t) log(1 − p) + λψ(W )
The final term, ψ(W ) is an `2 regularizer (the element
wise sum of squares of all of the non-bias weights in the
network), and this term is scaled by regularization parameter λ.
To evaluate the accuracy, we consider the target proportions yj and the estimated proportions ŷj for training/validation/test example j. The accuracy is not straightforward as in the binary case because we have to compare
actual target values. The accuracy metric of choice is therefore:
A=1−

Nt
1 X
|yj − ŷj |
Nt i=1

4.3. Data Augmentation
The amount of data augmentation for the dataset so far
has been minimal, but it does provide some information
about the dataset. In Figure 4, we have the mean image
which shows some tiling defects one sometimes sees in the
images as well as the gradients that one sees in the timelapse
images due to imbalances in cell culture media.

This metric A measures the “distance” between the target values and the estimated values, and although biased
towards conservative estimates (i.e. 0.5 vs 1.0 and 0), is
still a relatively good measure of how well the distribution
matches that lies in the range [0, 1]. We also can use the
binary cross entropy loss as a more unbiased metric of performance.
We expect very high performance for the simple linear
classifer and 1-layer networks on simply classifying the
pure populations. This is because simple SVM with linear
kernel and Gabor features has been used to show around 94
percent classification accuracy when comparing stem cells,
fibroblasts, and smooth muscle cells. The actual modeling
of mixtures is a much more difficult challenge and a more
complex non-linear model is required for such a task.
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Figure 4. [left] Mean image hXi. [right] Mean image differential
hdXi.

The training set averages hXtrain i and hdXtrain i were
subtracted from the validation and test sets.

4.1. Algorithm Details

5. Results

Libraries

5.1. Feasibility and Baseline

I used the Theano/Lasagne python wrapper [?] and ran my
code on the GPU using NVIDIA’s cuDNN library.
4.1.2
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4. Dataset and Features
4.1.1
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It is not too difficult to spot differences between the pure
cell populations using a simple linear classifier and Gabor
features. I wrote a simple SVM classifier and generate a
confusion matrix to see the separability of the pure populations. It is possible that adding complexity to this classifier,
which employs energies and mean amplitudes of Gabor filters convolved with the images, may significantly improve
the performance.

Train/Validation/Test Split

I settled on a train/validation/test split of 2952/327/819
snippets of 5 frames of size 96 × 96 with images resized
by half (reason for this is discussed in the Experiments section).
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Figure 5 is the confusion matrix, comparing resized features (corresponding to about the same number of cells as
the 64 × 64) among pluripotent cells (iPSC), fibroblasts
(FB), and smooth muscle cells (SMC). The data demonstrates that there is a significant difference between the pure
populations and motivates an investigation of the mixtures.
It is important to note from this analysis that we would expect to see a bigger difference with iPSC versus the other
two cell types compared to FB vs SMC (which is the main
computational challenge in this project).

enabled me to tune a reasonable regularization weight for
when I compared the single and two-stream architectures.
The results in Table 1 show that training and test/val error
converge reasonably at λ = 0.05:
(L, A)
λ = 0.0005
λ = 0.005
λ = 0.05

Test
(0.630,0.789)
(0.623,0.792)
(0.585,0.813)

Val
(0.638,0.79)
(0.589,0.81)
(0.588,0.816)

Train
(0.49,0.91)
(0.486,0.92)
(0.531,0.87)

Table 1. The table shows (L, A) (unregularized loss or binary
cross entropy L, accuracy A) pairs for different regularization parameters

Above λ = 0.05 and below λ = 0.0005, I saw deteriorating performance in validation accuracy similar to Figure
6.
5.2.2

I wanted to try two image resolutions, one with original and
one with half resolution (where I took the images from the
timelapse video and resized them by half in each dimension
to get a higher field of view in my training set). I then did
four experiments based on the combinations of original/half
resolution (using the same train/test/val split) as shown in
Table 2:

Figure 5. The confusion matrix comparing the cross-validation accuracy of an SVM trained on traditional Gabor features.

5.2. Experiments
5.2.1

Overfitting Experiment

In my initial experiment, I only used one convolutional
layer, one max pool layer, and a single output neuron to generate the data and get an idea of the difficulty. While I was
able to get accuracies up to 80 percent in distinguish highly
separable data (proportions near 0 and near 1), I struggled
with significant overfitting with the more continuous model
using the simple network. Figure 1 shows this phenomenon.
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Val
(0.588,0.816)
(0.571,0.819)
(0.566,0.850)
(0.530,0.884)

Train
(0.531,0.87)
(0.511,0.89)
(0.523,0.88)
(0.500,0.90)

0.76
0.75

The half resolution experiments won, so I stuck with that
for the results of the next section. I also found that the
dCNN on average performed better than the CNN.

0.74
0.73

5

Test
(0.585,0.813)
(0.573,0.820)
(0.535,0.862)
(0.526,0.870)

Table 2. The table shows (L, A) (unregularized loss or binary
cross entropy L, accuracy A) pairs for different regularization parameters. FR = full resolution, HR = half resolution, SS = single
stream, DS = double stream.
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Figure 6. [left] A comparison of the performance of the training set
and validation set on a small convolutional net implemented using
Theano/Lasagne. [right] The effect of overfitting on the validation
accuracy.

5.2.3

Comparison of the Visualizations

The comparison of the visualizations for the SMC and the
FB (pure populations) are shown below, demonstrating significant textural differences between the two cell types:
The visualizations in Figure 7 show the varying level of
attention the convolutional net pays to the striations formed
by the aligned cells. There is also some neuronal death as
can be seen by the black activations in the network.

This suggests that more care should be given to adjusting
the regularization term, and more dropout should be performed to reduce the overfitting, which is why I employed
dropout for the rest of my experiments.
I succeeded this experiment using the simple image
stream architecture in Figure 3 and obtained significantly
better results experimenting with three orders of regularization until settling on λ = 0.05. This experiment was
relatively quick since it used the simple architecture and

5.2.4

Comparison of the Two Model Architectures

The above figure shows that the dCNN outperforms the
original CNN in terms of validation loss (we had also seen
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original

of smooth muscle cell in the image). The plot on the left
of Figure 9 demonstrates that the temporal features helped
better resolve some of the middle proportions where the distinction is more murky in the individual images, suggesting
that cell behavior may have something to do with it. The
plot on the right of Figure 9 also confirms that the accuracy
metric A for the CNN is outperformed by the dCNN.

original

Conclusion and Future Work

original

In the future, I hope to implement as many of the planned
video-based analyses as possible and I hope that such an
analysis can lead to better data separation and less overspecification with adequate regularization. Furthermore, I
would like to compare this work with some of my existing
biophysics studies of the overall correlation or alignment of
cells in the images ( and possibly use this as the target parameter in the output layer). This single-parameter distinction (based on only single images!) is shown in the figure
below:

original
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Figure 7. [left top] Image stream CONV1 output for FB [right
top] Image stream CONV1 output for SMC. [left bottom] Differential stream CONV2 output for FB [right bottom] Differential
stream CONV2 output for SMC.
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In Figure 10, I have looked at the dependence of the
alignment of cells (lower energy means more alignment) on
their density, calculating the alignment using nontrivial manipulation of HOG features. A future work would simply
assign every snippet an average energy and have the convolutional net try to match that (i.e. learn the weights that can
estimate the alignment).
Although this project uses a comparatively small dataset,
the ultimate purpose of the project is to motivate the implementation of a new deep convolutional neural network that
analyzes timelapse snippets of a wide variety of cells such
that a computer can understand what is happening in cell
cultures in real time. Cells with varying degrees of size, detail, morphology and behaviors can hopefully be detected to
some degree of confidence using such an approach.
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Figure 10. Comparison of energies for combinations of fibroblasts
and smooth muscle cells compared to pluripotent cell as a function
of number of cells (i.e. cell density) N .

this in Table 2).
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Figure 8. [left] Training loss vs epoch [right] Validation loss vs
epoch
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Figure 9. [left] Confusion plot of error versus target proportion
[right] Validation accuracy

To investigate what aspect got better thanks to adding
the temporal features to the network, I looked at the confusion plot (a plot of error versus the target proportion/fraction
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